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About This Game

Are you a kid or a kid at heart? Playfully experiment with bubbles in a zero-gravity dream-like environment with Bubble Labs!
Interact with liquid physics as if you were in 5d3b920ae0

Title: Bubble Labs VR
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Kishan Emens (dev), Tavius Woods (art)
Publisher:
Kishan Emens
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 7

Processor: Intel® i5-4590

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Gr

English

Do you like VR ? Do you like to do things you'd never be able to do in real life ? Do you have 3 creds ? Well, then you probably
should buy this game.. Simple but cozy experience with endless colorful bubbles.. This used to be a super kids friendly game,
but now it wont start and are abandoned by the devs - too bad :-/. Very nice game to show to first time VR folks. Highly
recommend to people who like colors lol.. Lovely little tool! Cheap, but without feeling as much. Good entry for beginner VR
players, while still being fulfilling.. Needs more content but this is EA so that's understandable. Has the potential to be THE go
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to demo for really young kids and those people who i demo to that just don't get it and can't seem to fathom how to use any
controller functions. Can you bend your right forefinger? Can you wave the fan in your left hand? Yes?? Well, you can play
this.. Nifty bubble physics, bonus if you're artistic. Changing my review after showing this to my parents, who are nearly 80
years old. They loved it and spent more time interacting with it than other, more complex demos I've shown them. A few
minutes of 'gee that's nifty' entertainment and that's pretty much it. Good demo for youngsters or people very new to VR. A few
more ways to interact with the particles or controls to adjust their behavior would be a nice addition.
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